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Overview
Discipline approach: 
Social marketing and behavioural economics

Theoret ical lens:  
Resource scarcity and ecosystem of shared value

St akeholders: 
Households and communit ies



Behavioural Economics and Social Marketing

Social Marketing examines the 
motivators and behaviours to behaviour 
and designs goods/services that deliver 
customer value that leverages these 
motivation and overcomes these 
barriers.

Behavioural Economics investigates the 
behavioural biases underpinning human 
decisions and uses these insights to 
engage in ‘choice architecture ’ that 
enable people to make better decisions 
for themselves.



What  can social market ing and BE offer shared 
smart  cit ies?
Temporal
orient at ion

Pleasure
principle

Social
orient at ion

Knowledge-
Act ion gap

Consumer
empowerment

Value-
orient at ion

Segment at ion

Consumers are more motivated by short-term, self 
oriented opt ions than long-term and alt ruist ic

Consumers act  to minimise pain and maximise 
pleasure

Individuals do not  act  alone – homo sociologicus

More educat ion does not  equal more act ion

Consumers need to feel in control – it s their definit ion 
of ‘bet ter choices’ not  ours

Consumers make choices that  deliver them value – their 
definit ion of value not  ours

Consumer choice goals and choice processes differ by 
household and by individual



Communit y-Based Social market ing

• Community-based social marketing emphasizes direct 
contact among community members and the removal 
of structural barriers, since research suggests that 
such approaches are often most likely to bring about 
behaviour change” (McKenzie-Mohr 2019)

• identifying the barriers to a behaviour
• developing and piloting a program to overcome 

these barriers
• implementing the program across a community
• evaluating the effectiveness of the program

Chicago’s Go Program – 4 year program
• Local ambassadors, resource kits to 40k 

cit izens delivered by bike or foot , 
customised map with local sharing 
facilit ies, free bike share pass, events to 
engage community and share informat ion.

• Increased residents walk, bike, ride t ransit , 
and use bike share by 65%  while driving 
alone less often

• The program’s behavior-changing results 
led the City of Chicago to designate 
funding for addit ional neighbourhoods in 
the future.



Barriers and mot ivat ors for sharing

Possessiveness and 
materialism inhibits sharing 

(Akbar 2016)

Economic motivat ions st rongly 
prevail over environment  and social 

mot ivat ions to share (Roszak 2017) Economics motivates sharing 
an expensive asset  (accom)

Social mot ivates experiences 
with social interact ion (ride 

and meal sharing)
Environment  mot ivates 

sustainable sharing (cars)
Individual differences mat ter

Older people
Women

Low-income
(Bocker & Meelen 2017)

The type of product  mat ters
(Bocker & Meleen 2017) 



Resource scarcit y
“Resource scarcity as the real or perceived 
lack of various forms of capital (i.e., financial, 
social, cultural) or other product ion inputs 
(i.e., t ime) that  the consumer invests in 
order to acquire and use goods and services” 
(Hamilton et . al. 2019 JAMS)

Chronic resource scarcity encourages 
consumers to make less selfish choices 
(Hamilton et . al. 2019)

Scarcity of financial resources increases 
consumers’ concern increases preference for 
material goods over experiences (Tully et  al. 
2015)

When exposed to scarcity cues people 
become more compet it ive and less 
likely to share (Roux et . al. 2015)

When resource sharing is not  
anonymous, higher income consumers 
more generous (Kraus and Callaghan 
2016)

Resource scarcity encourages 
creat ivity (Mehta and Zhu 2016) and 
savouring (Quidbach et . al. 2015)



The social dilemma of sharing

• Resource scarcity can mean a 
zero-sum game

• Benefiting others v benefiting 
self

• The principal-agent problem



French (2011) Journal of Social Market ing

Choice  
(restricted/free)  

and  

Outcome
(reward/punishment)

Four policy levers to encourage sharing



Sharing elect ricit y: public good game of 4 
per people per ‘neighbourhood’

Das Bild kann nicht angezeigt werden. Experiment  2: extreme weather event

Shove and hug more effect ive in experiment  1, no effect  in experiment  2
Backlash effect  in experiment  2 – lower contribut ion to public good of shove 
and smack

Experiment  1: energy efficiency context



Sharing resources via social support : 
households and communit ies

Loane, Webster and D’Allesandro (2014) Journal of Macromarket ing



Ecosyst em of shared value approach

Kramer and Pfit zer (2016) Harvard Business Review



Key t akeaways for sharing for good and 
hood

Be careful about how you 
reward/punish cit izens - backlash 
can occur

Sharing resources can take different  
forms of support  – consider which 
combinat ion will work for you

Sharing smart  cit ies requires an 
appropriate framework eg
ecosystem of shared value – use the 
scient ific evidence-base

Cit izens have different  motivat ions and 
biases for sharing – segment  your 
market  and provide a value proposit ion 
to share

Groups sometimes operate different ly 
than individuals – consider who you 
are t rying to influence

People need an immediate call to 
act ion to share – alt ruism is not  
enough



Visit  our websit e
www.research.qut .edu.au/ BEST

http://www.research.qut.edu.au/BEST
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